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Towards Volume Two
Jonathan Deasy and Sascha Engel
Literature occupies an ambiguous position, continuously oscillating between
demands placed on it by its own concept. On the one hand, literature – like any
art – must be sensitive to its time and place. Constituted as socially mediated
antithesis to its society, literature re-casts into form the content espoused
(or eschewed) by its contemporary society.1 Not least its practitioner, the
literary writer, is deeply embedded into the demands of divided labor. Yet on
the other hand, literature also remains autonomous. Untethered, in principle at
least, by the society from whence it nevertheless arises, literature juxtaposes
elements foreign to it – foreign, perhaps, to any society – to generate what, in
its most lucid moments, might just be a world of its own. Endlessly negotiating
its own possibility, within the society of divided labor or within any society,
remains the pride and primary tenet of literary production.2
The place and situation of 'experimental' literature, too, is between these
two poles. Most literature, and particularly its avant-garde (however
construed), is 'experimental' in one way or another. How could it be otherwise?
The literary writer, beholden either to the incessant commercial demand for
'novelty’ – experimentation, but not too much, thank you – or to hovering back
and forth between a 'day job' and their craft, must cope with the double burden
of being able to reflect on the conceptual frailty of a plight whose crushing
reality is nonetheless repeated and amplified at every corner. Residing in – if
not: escaping into – the autonomous characteristics of literary art is an
obvious, if never easy, way of dealing with this burden. Upholding a difference
between 'novelty' and 'experimentation', tenuous though this distinction may be
on a conceptual level, thus nonetheless becomes vital work. If nothing else, it
allows the literary writer to carve out a space where their craft escapes,
however temporarily, the shackles of commercialization.
'Consuming literature' is thus not the contradiction in terms that tenured
snobs would label it whose removal from social pressure renders them in any case
ineligible to pass judgment on the literary fringe. It is not that literature
cannot be consumed because it is not a consumer product; because of some auratic
status as the last refuge of intellectual pursuit in a world relentlessly dumbed
down. Literature is neither refuge nor haven. Escapism into its autonomy serves
only to further ossify the status quo.3
'Consuming literature' is rather a phrase indicating not a contradiction,
but a productive tension. Every once in a while, a literary commodity emerges
whose very consumption reaches altogether beyond the realm of consumption. Every
now and then, literary art, remaining conscious of its alienated social origins,
nonetheless soars beyond them, re-casting them into a mould that is no longer of
this society. Where this succeeds, experimentation separates from novelty. Where
this succeeds, literary art projects “the complete emancipation of all human
senses and attributes”; a state where “the eye has become a human eye, just as
its object has become a social, human object – an object emanating from man for
man.”4
Casting itself beyond the society of alienated, divided labor from within
the society of alienated, divided labor, literary art can expose the frailty of
its shackles. Where this succeeds, experimentation succeeds. Here it is once
again “obvious that the human eye gratifies itself in a way different from the
crude, non-human eye; the human ear different from the crude ear, etc.”5

1
2
3
4
5

Theodor Adorno: Ästhetische Theorie (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1973), 19.
See Musil’s Man Without Qualities, especially Book 2, Chapter 60.
Adorno, Ästhetische Theorie, 230.
Karl Marx, Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844, in Robert Tucker (ed.): The Marx-Engels
Reader (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1978), 87.
Ibid, 88.
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Absurdity of Self
Connor Orrico
I was...
can I still –
("I?")
I could have been
someone
but I became –
I am...
...I am
(am I?)
I can't –
(shh, calmly now)
...gently, gently...
*three deep breaths*
1) I was myself;
2) now, i.e., eternity, I am
3) something I cannot
remember/think/be
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Billboards
Isidora Durán Stewart
I'm seeing gleaming people
and I feel like
I saw them
through an empty screen
I feel like
because I pulled up
waiting
and I feel like
feel like
screaming
I pulled up
to thirty smiles outside
and I feel like
felt like
because I sped past

I was
I was kneeling
and I feel like
dreaming
I felt like
I pulled up
to perfect shining hands
felt like
to lovely molten smiles
feel
to urgent open eyes
like
to silky sunset legs
to every wet contortion
to all my best friends
I felt like
I pulled up
to thirty breathing drones
and I
and I
feel like
screaming
6

Blúirí6
Sean O’Airchinneach
Leaves in a forest – no less because of companions in the fall
Each a wondrous happening – a bud realised
Veins of consciousness that sang to the sun and rain of a parent’s need
Now that time is done – a bed to make!
~~~
‘Black Owl with Silver eyes’, he scoffed.
‘Not in my world!’
Poor man
To have never seen the stars!
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Fragments
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~~~
A moment –
She paused, and I felt – waited on my tread – ‘longside – no words – a
glance, half-smile, a little less
A toss of hair – she turned – love said!
~~~
Dinted Pillow
A dint – is all is left?
Filled with our nights!
~~~
Her –
Your recollection – what is most to mind?
Oh, oh, – the swish of her skirt – stopped my breath!
And now? - to suck of her garments hem –
To die!
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born wrong
róisín an scriostóir
dirty paws won't touch your things
glad they stole your worthless rings
weigh the chains hold it horde
ready to receive you lord

piled high up
the dirt
the muck
eat yourself
self destruct
how’s your back
sour grapes
rotting world
filled with shame
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queen and government
rule the nation
sow the seeds
annihilation
keep them feeding
fill the trough
suckling on a rancid sow

long lines, lies
who knows worlds past
cup the cheeks
pull them apart
shove it up
your big fat arse
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Hangnail
Geoffrey Miller
Polite burglars unified by cruel empty newspapers cram platform seven. A
banquet of sky transforms what they’ve constructed into something genuinely
defensive and armed past the mere suggestion of popularity.
Slurs voiced behind binoculars submit to the damage of the assassination,
“Rebuilding’s suspended, they’re gathered together but still so delightfully
wrong.”
Deliberate silence campaign decorated the roadside agrarian reality steps
outside the station. “Translating locally into a smile, a knock of support.”
Childhood trauma paused detective T’s speech with an emphasis foreign to her
commitments, “This’ll vein out the introduction of a border.”
Trio of flayed bodies roped at wrists and throats to the platform strut
didn’t start many conversations, none finished without avoiding it. The
overnight nine fingered at the financial, gossip emphasized truth until it all
whiskey slurred into they said unknowns.
Primitive passages sunned in pinks and pale blues around the whatevers of
damage admitted neighbourhood occupants to peek awkwardly at the imported
cleanliness bidding them a commuter’s farewell.
Consensus of leadership filled the markets with breathtakingly painful
cartoons of state ability and plugged people with rough takeaway statements.
Detective T dressed the observation point alone, telephoto swapped places with
yesterday’s binoculars. ‘Festival scheme of control won’t ambition sympathy from
reggae nobody’s.’
Dossier of sabotage ashed and limped through curled shades of grey, smoke
optic’d flaccid over the pale sky. “Advantage of sympathy is that,” helicopter
stole the rest of it and whirled any evidence into wind.
Hangnail vanished between polished teeth at the door. Inside the cinema was
decent, a beautifully disastrous backboard. Sabotage got lost among the famous
until a friend volunteered. “Finally a character I know.” T chanced a blank to
the alarmist shake in his speech and took a chance on the dossier. Outside her
interpretation was misrepresented by jewels and the commodity of a major’s
chrysanthemum. Poster fitted between the doors was painted with yellows and
greens, suspect portraits. “Seen spectacles, warning always rings into boredom.”
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Heads or Tails?
Jack Patrick Blaise Brennan
Heads or Tails they asked the men
In different shades of sanguine
One asked “Which one is tails,
Which one is heads
Europe or The Harp?”
I always did think, it was the harp.
It can not be the harp.
That’s ridiculous
(by) Your ridiculous.
King Felipe VI heads the backs of our coins.
We do not have kings any more here.
The harp even looks like it is a tail!
Looks LIkEHarps have tail pieces.
Heads and Harps are both musical
Though...
Europe is the head term for
The collective of our states...
Isn’t there a third side anyway?
i choose the ridges
ON THAT SIDE
But it can Hardly Land There.
Who’s even arguing here.
this room seems to be dimming.
HEADS OR TAILS
We must stay on course
Who’s line is it anyway?
why do you question?
I choose heads!
I choose tailS, i cHOOse I choose tails...
Maybe the answer is to not choose.
YES I CHOOSE THAT!
But had that not be rude.
Can You Not Be So Shrewd.
“Wait what are we even tossing on?”
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Inconvenient
CJK
Back in those glorious days in the isle of Emerald
Long before the “Troubles” could be blamed
To be born a bastard saw four choices visited upon you by others
You were farmed out
You were bartered or sold
Or you were wrapped in your swaddling rags and given into the loving arms
of the Catholic nuns at the Sisters of Bon Secours orphanage in the town of
Tuam, County Galway
Perhaps by poor lasses just like those romanticised in the beautiful folk
song “The Galway Shawl”.
(sung)
I spied a damsel,
she was young and handsome
Her beauty fairly took my breath away.
She wore no jewels or costly diamonds
No paint or powder, no, none at all
She wore a bonnet with a ribbon on it
And around her shoulders was the Galway shawl.
There by the good nuns you were farmed out, you were bartered and sold to
the Americans; or,
You were left to die of infectious diseases and then be dumped like a turd
in the septic tanks beneath their grounds
With the good nuns still charging their mothers a monthly upkeep stipend
“You don’t believe me” you say.
Well here it is, and wrap your gobshite lips around it:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bon_Secours_Mother_and_Baby_Home
Ah, beneath those fabled emerald fields of Galway
where so much is sung
and sentimental tears gush
like pints enough to fill a hollow leg
slowly wee bairns were petrifying
perhaps they’ll too be venerated
by the next genius wordsmith in the vein of Heaney
celebrating the launch of their collection of wondrous new, post-modern,
abstract expression bog poems
Howl
Confess sweet Emerald isle
lay one more of your multitude of night-gaunts to rest
(sung)
No paint or powder, no, none at all
This corpse she wore no bonnet no ribbon on it
And around her shoulders the ossified, yet gorgeous Galway shawl.
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NM WBU?
Shauna Harris
Confused
Self abused
Talking to myself
But someone else
Oopsie daisy
Tread careful
You’re sometimes rude
Delivery is key it says
But action necessary it pledges
Pointedly
Hash it out
With some hash
Or a clear route
Clear out
Out of the clear
Losing your mind quicker
Than Daniella Westbrook
And her white snout
It’ll be grand
You’ll be able to handle your emotions soon
Or devotion to
Anything but sorting yourself out
“Sorry someone needs you”
“oh no- who?”
And now we sit here
And listen clear
And care dearly
Strong for a weak heart made of cold stew
And the plight of old King Lear
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Go on
Pop to the shop
You haven’t left the house today
Get yourself some scratch cards
Scratched hard
And a bottle of ol’ red TK
Tttssssskkkkkk
Take a tangy gulp
Bursting at the seems
On a high Trojan horse now
Shouting from the self made
Self played
Pulpit

Yeah yeah yeah
Get on with it if you may
Here I’m no Tacitus
But Rome didn’t fall in a day
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Sincerity
Stuart Flynn
I wrote love poems
on the back of my hand,
always meaning
to put them on paper,
but the ink wore out
or was washed away
just like the emotion
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Strands
Alicia Byrne Keane
This has always been a wash of
weeks where we shelter
fragments of the deleted

; there has always been a wash of

weight like a ball and socket
things welling water
the beach is lit with an interior gold
a meteorite scatter that loops through
the marram grass, tries its best /
the lemon pebble dash of the
outdoor changing room looks enhanced
and overflowing, beacon of a
retina

answered

I think of waits and silences like
the long homes of razor shells
and how they flake
like they
remember the summer I spent
varnishing fences, dipping brushes into
the sour pour of a thing like
chemical honey
making something all the same
limned and oozing strength like a
closed wing, covering of translucence

used to be
painted with something
stilled

(and making a thing
look all the same way:
was calming
conform)
in the face of absence
but I know I fantasize

because when I came back nothing was normal
the band broke up and the relationship remained over
despite all its original ons and offs
and really all I am doing currently is
looking at how rockpools hold sky
in the pictures
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Suffragette
Aoife Wynne Judge
Amongst the crowds they stood like statues,
Decorative objects with no real purpose; ignorance a mask they wore
solemnly.
Yet as their booted feet graced that podium of wood,
They then emerged and shed their claustrophobic skin.
Beautiful creatures that sang a desperate song,
Sirens of the modern era.
Their pleas travelled the cobbled streets,
Greeting some and passing many.
Yet as their silk banners blew proudly in the breeze,
There lay a figure unmoving and still.
Clothed with the very same silk she had once worn proudly across her chest;
a sacrifice of heroic glory and political unrest.
Her Sacrifice.
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The dreadful has already happened
Heather Joy
Little children schooled in the ways of the acceptably and respectably absurd.
Resultantly, each are invisible to the other
And yet, each is the other to the others other.
We are them to them and they are them to us
Question: What do we think they think we think?
Are we birds of paradise or the Gadarene swine?
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Unrest
Kaye Spivey
Have you been listening to the tension in the muscles of the people who
cross your path?
The deep sigh of the night air, cars streaming through red lights at rainy
intersections—
there is a breath of anarchy rising up from the underbelly of the world.
A great unrest is stirring, twitching its fingertips
as the dream melt away and pool in clotted gutters.
A beast that slept is waking, grouchy, unfed, it is blinking into awareness
and the world is unprepared for its motion.
Do you feel it in the swift glance of eyes across the gas station,
hidden in the flame of words you scroll past,
single finger on a glowing, angry screen? There is quiet dissolving.
There are hands rising up from the bog, ready now, willing.
They say there’s something left to eat.
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Untitled
Alanna Hayes
through their eyes i could see
the constellations had been drawn out on their irises
the moon cried in awe at their beauty
it glowed green with the envy of it all
and wondered how a being of this measly world could best her grace
in their voice i could feel
from their tongue flowed rivers of words
and all i wanted was to dive into the golden waters of their thoughts
and wade through the crashing waves of their soul
to hold my head under the water long enough to forget who i am and become
part of them
upon their eyelashes i could have played music
a random array of chords
made beautiful solely by the instrument they were placed upon
a love song bested by no other
we were music
their breath brought in oxygen
it fed the fire that was their soul
it burned so bright
that it mangled the darkness that was my life
and finally set me free
of their skin i drew a map
every curve
every line
every angle
i used that map as my guide back home
the sky shed tears of raindrops and flooded the land with rage and drowned
villages
i poured their thoughts into glass and drank from it until i had poisoned
my blood
the trance of the music distracted my mind
whilst i burned in the fire
without a map
without guidance
Lost.
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You should know
Ernest Alilović
Listen, I have to come clean about something. It’s hard to say, and it’s
actually kind of ridiculous. I’m hoping you’ll laugh, in fact, because that will
definitely ease the tension. Ready? Here goes. I made you up. There. Don’t give
me that weird look. I’ve been itching to tell you ever since we met, but now is
the time. I’m ready. It’s been a dormant seed and now it’s sprouted like a
little weed that has to be plucked.
Well, I think it happened on the plane. No, it definitely happened on the
plane, just as we were about to land and we entered the airspace of what would
become my new home. I blinked and that brief moment of dark clarity, a surge of
warmth came over me and I felt you. I suppose you could say I mostly just felt
you. But I saw you as well. Like seeing someone in a dark room where the glow of
the light spilled in from the hallway. That’s how I saw you. I think I saw the
shape of your smile, a movement of your hand. It was so, so brief. But it was
you. I made you up.
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And then, like I do with most of my stories, I grabbed you and grounded
you, put you on Earth. Isn’t that incredible? The need for you was so intense
that all I had to do was just to grab you. Usually, I’d have to put things down
on paper, the most tedious part about writing – the stories loading like JPEGs
on dial-up, one row at a time. But with you, I guess I didn’t need to. When I
touched ground, there you were with all your stories, your drunken nights, your
stays at the hospital, the friends you’ve made, the books you read, the food you
ate. All of it was there, wrapped up in the wrinkly package you call your mind.
But remember, I made you, so it’s actually my mind.
Wait, c’mon, listen. I know it’s ludicrous. I might be able to prove it.
Just meet up with any of your friends. Pick any single memory you have with them
of something that happened before 9 February 2017. That’s when I first flew in.
It has to be before then, otherwise it won’t work. But it can be anything – a
night out together, a conversation, a gift you’ve exchanged. Ask them to
describe it to you in detail. Obviously, make sure it’s a memory you can vividly
remember. Ask them about everything, where it happened, who was there, why, the
whole shebang. I guarantee that after fifteen, twenty minutes of interrogation,
you’ll see them start to unravel, get uncomfortable. I’m telling you right now,
it’s not from the effort of remembering. It’s because they were never there.
Some essences of memories with you got wedged in with their real memories.
You’ll see them struggle to remember if maybe something else entirely happened
on that day. It did. You were never there.
You are a character in a story I’m writing. But now, here’s the strange
part: I made you up and I know nothing about you. How could I from a silhouette
in a dark room? No, I need to get to know you. I need to know everything there
is to know about you. I’d love to tell you that you were planned, but I’ve been
so honest with you until now. Anyway, that doesn’t matter. You’re here now.
You’re here because I need to learn all about you and, along the way, learn
something about myself – what that is, I have no idea. Our lives might barely
resemble each other. We might end up realising we’re cousins. Or maybe we shared
the exact same event at some point in time. I don’t know. But that’s why we’re
here. You take me with you wherever you go and I make sure your story is
remembered forever.
How do I know I’m real? Because I made you up. How do I know who else is
real? I know who I made up. You’re not the first. As for everyone else, that’s
for them to find out.
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fiction,
Windows
a few
and a very
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